The measurement of CP violation in the charm sector triggered a lot of theoretical activities and re-considerations. Nevertheless currently neither theory nor experiment have reached definite conclusions about the origin of a large CP violating effect in hadronic D decays. We review briefly (part of) the current theory literature and present as the most important outcome of the many investigations initial steps in a long journey to understand the standard model contribution to hadronic D meson decays from first principles as well as various control channels, that can be studied by experiment.
Introduction
The measurement of a non-vanishing CP-asymmetry in the charm sector by the LCHb Collaboration [1] end of 2011 -and also hints found by the CDF Collaboration [2] and the Belle Collaboration [3] -triggered an enormous amount of interest -about 200 citations at the time of writing this text -in the theory community, see e.g. . Such a large amount of CP violation in the charm sector within the standard model was in contrast to common text book wisdom, see e.g. [43] * . Theorists unanimously identified NP to be the interpretation of this result, but the theoretical literature still does not give a homogeneous picture, whether NP abbreviates non-perturbative physics or new physics. Hence the two main organisers of CHARM 2013 have asked me to give an overview with the title What did we learn in theory from the ∆A CP -saga? -as a kind of independent point of view, since I did not publish on that topic † . The proposed title ‡ contains the two keywords ∆A CP and saga, on which I want to elaborate very briefly:
• ∆A CP describes CP-violation in hadronic D-meson decays, see also [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] . It is defined as the difference of the CP asymmetries in the KK and ππ final states. §
The first measurements [1] [2] [3] gave a combined value of (see e.g. [57] )
∆A CP = −0.678 ± 0.147% .
This large value seemed to be in clear contrast to previous expectations within the standard model, e.g. [43] . Unfortunately the LHCb Collaboration performed further studies, where the significance went down [58] or which even resulted in a different sign [59] . Taking these new numbers into account the new combination turns out to be [60] ∆A CP = −0.329 ± 0.121% .
The statistical significance for CP violation in hadronic D decays went now down considerably, but the central value is still larger than to be expected naively in the standard model. Here clearly further experimental input is needed to settle this issue.
• According to Wikipedia sagas are described as "... tales of worthy men,...", describing their "battles and feuds". Battles and feuds clearly took place between proponents of large CP violating effects in D decays within the standard model and their opponents. Concerning the exclusion of women in the above quote, I would like to contradict Wikipedia and mention that more profound sources like [61] emphasise the crucial -albeit not always agreeable ¶ -role women played in sagas, e.g. Hallgerd from Njal's Saga or Gudrun in Laxdoela-Saga.
Starting the preparation of this talk, it was immediately clear that both the experimental and theoretical literature still do not give a very unique picture. Thus I started a poll among (worthy) colleagues to get some idea about the opinions inside the community and I posed the dictated title as the question:
What did we learn from the ∆A CP -Saga?
I received the following instructive answers:
• "...one should not jump on every 3σ-effect..."
• "...it is very difficult for me to say what happens in D-decays..."
• "...we need a deeper understanding of QCD..."
• "...∆A CP in the standard model bigger than 0.1% is a stretch... ...original justification for considering enhanced penguins in D decays is somewhat weakened..."
• "...I don't really know what we can learn from ∆A CP at this moment..."
• "...since ∆A CP seems now significantly smaller, we believe that this is really a confirmation of our arguments for the standard model origin..."
• "...penguins are still very large and currently one cannot not decide if this can be of standard model origin without additional assumptions..."
• "...∆A CP should be at most a few times 10 −3 in the standard model..."
• "...making (reliable) theoretical predictions about ∆A CP is hard, but so is measuring it..."
• "...a value close to 1% is very unlikely in the standard model..."
• "...the most important thing I (re) learnt (over & over again) is that 3σ experimental results are not really reliable! But LHCb did a great job in focusing on D decays" ¶ Since I did not choose the title, I refuse to investigate this point thoroughly.
• "...preliminary data can change a lot... we have to probe 3-and 4-body final states..."
To proceed from this uniformly inconclusive effort, let us next look closer at the underlying structure of the D-meson decays.
2 Singly Cabibbo suppressed D-meson decays D-meson decays into two hadrons can be classified by their dependence on the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements:
This decay proceeds via the quark level decay c → sud and its CKM couplings are of order one. There are only tree-level contributions present.
Singly Cabibbo suppressed (SCS)
This decay proceeds via the quark level decay c → dud (or c → sus) and its CKM couplings are of the order of the Wolfenstein parameter λ. Now both tree-level contributions and penguins are present. To get some CP violating contributions we need at least two different amplitudes and in the standard model this can only be fulfilled by the SCS decays where we have both tree level amplitudes and penguin amplitudes. Looking at the leading tree-level and penguin diagrams in the standard model one finds the following general structure of SCS decays
We have a tree-level amplitude A T ree with the CKM structure V cd V * ud and three penguin contributions A q P eng. with the internal quark q = d, s, b and the CKM structure V cq V * uq . All additional, more complicated contributions like e.g. re-scattering effects can be put into the same scheme, see below. Already at that stage one can get a first feeling for the size of CP violating effects in the SCS D decays. Looking at the arising CKM elements one finds: 1) V cd V * ud ≈ −V cs V * us and both are almost real and 2) V cb V * ub is very small. Thus one expects very small CP violating effects in the standard model. To become a little more quantitative we look in more detail into the structure of the decay amplitude and we use the effective Hamiltonian for the description of the decay, which is essential for any numerical estimate. The amplitude is given by
with the effective Hamiltonian
The CKM structures are denoted by λ x := V * cx V ux . Q q 1,2 are tree-level operators for the decays c → s + us (for q = s) and c → d + ud (for q = d), Q 3... are the penguin operators triggering the decays c → u + dd and c → u + ss. To obtain the amplitude one has to insert these operators in all possible ways into Feynman diagrams of the effective theory with a D 0 as initial state and a pion pair in the final state. One gets
Here we use the following notation:
• Q T : tree-level insertion of the operator Q,
• Q E : insertion of the operator Q in a weak exchange diagram,
• Q P : insertion of the operator Q in a penguin diagram,
• Q R : insertion of the operator Q in a re-scattering diagram.
As promised, Eq.(7) still has the same principal structure as Eq.(4). To proceed further we have a closer look into the arising CKM elements. Expressing them in terms of three mixing angles (θ 12 , θ 23 , θ 13 ) and one complex phase (δ 13 ) one gets in the standard parameterisation of the quark mixing matrix 
with the abbreviations c ij := cos(θ ij ) and s ij := sin(θ ij ). Keeping in mind the following hierarchies:
, one nicely sees that all potential CP violating effects are at least O(λ 5 ) and thus heavily suppressed in the standard model. Using the unitarity of the CKM matrix -λ s = −λ d − λ b -we get for the amplitude
which can be abbreviated as
The definitions of T and P can be simply read off from the comparison of Eq. (9) with Eq.(10). Physical observables like branching ratios or CP asymmetries can be expressed in terms of |T |, |P/T | and the strong phase φ = arg(P/T ) as
In the last line we have used numerical input from [62] (see [63] for similar results) for the CKM elements. Up to this point all expressions are reliable and to an excellent accuracy exact and we are left with the subtlety that the values of |P/T | and the strong phase φ are unknown.
Welcome to the Sagaland
The theoretical challenge in calculating the standard model value of ∆A CP is now boiled down to the determination of matrix elements of the form D 0 |Q|π + π − . Unfortunately we do not know if the tools that are very successful in B-decays or kaon decays can be applied to the charm system, whose mass scale is somehow intermediate, not really heavy, but also not light. In order to proceed, additional assumptions have to be made, which might turn out in future to be unjustified. Since time by time real battles and feuds were fought over these assumptions I decided to term them ideologies. Roughly speaking one finds the following classes of assumptions:
• Ideology I: NP = non-perturbative physics • Ideology IV: Experimentalists have to work harder Unfortunately I will not be able to disproof any of these ideologies, which are discussed in more detail below.
This is clearly the standard model
It is well known that non-perturbative effects can sometimes be huge, see e.g. the very famous ∆I = 1/2 rule in K → ππ decays. Thus something similar might be acting in ∆A CP . A good starting point for defending this ideology might be the assumption of a order one strong phase. This gives
The current central experimental value for CP violation in hadronic D decays could be reproduced if |P/T | is enhanced roughly by one order of magnitude compared to naive standard model estimates, being discussed in the next subsection. Such an enhancement might be compared to the famous ∆I = 1/2 rule, which describes the ratio of the isospin zero part of the K → ππ amplitude compared to the isospin two part:
This large experimental value contradicted naive estimates which expected a ratio close to one. The inclusion of renormalisation group running effects enhanced the value to about two [64, 65] which was still far off the measured number.
One possible explanation for the large measured value might be a huge non-perturbative enhancement of penguin contributions to the decay K 0 → π + π − . Such penguins would however only contribute to the I = 0 final state. If this would be the case, then it might seem kind of obvious to expect a similar, maybe less pronounced effect in D 0 decays, that could then explain the large experimental value of ∆A CP . This potential analogy was mentioned several times in the theory literature appearing after [1] , see e.g. [10, 21, 40] or [20, 37, 39] ; earlier references are e.g. [66] or [67] . It is quite interesting to note at this stage that we recently gained quite some considerable improvement in the theoretical understanding of the ∆I = 1/2 rule. Lattice calculations [68] (based on earlier ideas of Lüscher [69] [70] [71] and Lellouch, Lüscher [72] ) give a value that is now much closer to experiment
Moreover the large value of [68] arises from a strong suppression of A 2 by "surprising" cancellations, which strongly depend on the values of quark masses, while no sizable penguin enhancement of A 0 is found. At first sight this might seem to discourage the idea that a large non-perturbative enhancement is responsible for the measured value of ∆A CP . But one has to keep in mind, that it is currently not clear, how to relate the lattice results for the K-decays to D-decays. Compared to the kaon case we have in D-decays different values of the quark masses (remember the strong dependence of the lattice result on that) and in a D-meson decay many more intermediate states are possible. First steps for a determination of hadronic two-body D-decays on the lattice have been presented in [73] . So here we will have to wait for future theoretical improvements, but the current status looks quite promising. Assuming sin φ = 1 the authors of [6] got values like ∆A CP = 0.3% as "plausible" standard model predictions. They pointed out that a large value of |P/T | requires the matrix elements of the Q s operators to be of similar size than the ones of the Q d operators -this requirement can be read off from Eq.(9). For such an enhancement of contracted contributions over uncontracted ones (and a corresponding breakdown of the 1/m c expansion) the authors of [6] were also able to find -under certain assumptions -both experimental as well as theoretical evidence.
This is clearly new physics
It is well known that the heavy quark expansion (HQE) works very well in the bsystem. Recently it was even found that also quantities where this expansion might be questionable because of a small energy release in the decay, are very well described by the theory, see e.g. the discussion in [74] . The prime example is the decay rate difference ∆Γ s of neutral B s mesons. This observable is governed by the quark level decay b → ccs, with a limited phase space in the final state because of the two massive charm quarks. Recent measurements [75] [76] [77] [78] agree impressively well with the standard model prediction [79] based on the calculations in [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] .
where the first error is the experimental uncertainty and the second one the conservatively estimated theory error. The experimental average has been taken from [60] . If the HQE works so well in the b-system it seems reasonable to assume that this expansion delivers some rough but reliable estimates in the c-system. The analogue of ∆Γ s in the neutral D-system is the mixing quantity y. Unfortunately there is an almost perfect GIM cancellation in the leading HQE term of y and thus this quantity is either governed by higher order terms in the HQE or by non-perturbative contribution, see e.g. [44] . Thus a better testing ground for inclusive c-decays seems to be the ratio of D-meson lifetimes, where no such cancellation occurs. Therefore one can test with these observables if the experimental number agrees with the first few terms in the HQE. Recent theoretical results [85] seem to indicate that the HQE is capable of explaining the large observed ratios,
Currently the theory prediction is limited by the fact that there exists no lattice calculation for the arising matrix elements of four quark operators. Such a calculation is clearly doable with current technology. Using vacuum insertion approximation and assuming large uncertainties for the arising bag parameters one gets a theory uncertainty of ±1.7. Using similar errors as in the lattice results for B-meson lifetimes one gets a theory uncertainty of ±0.4. Hence doing the corresponding lattice calculation seems clearly to be a worthy exercise. Despite these being some interesting observations one has to keep in mind, that it is a priori not clear what inclusive arguments tell us about exclusive D-decays. Nevertheless we might gain or loose some confidence in applying methods relying on a 1/m c expansion, as we are doing now. "Naive" perturbative estimates that seem to be valid in the B-system give, see e.g. [5] , a very small expectation for |P/T |
which is of a similar size as values obtained within the framework of QCD factorisation for D-decays see e.g. [6, 47, 48, 54 ]
In contrast to the previous subsection we consider now sin φ ≈ 0.1 * * as a good starting point to obtain the standard model expectation for ∆A CP ⇒ a
which is about two orders of magnitude lower than the measured number -thus clearly new physics is at work. Now one could start to investigate whether the observed value of ∆A CP can be solely due to new physics. This could be done model-independently, see e.g. [5, 17, 23, 26, 29] or by studying explicit models for physics beyond the standard model. To get some ideas about the covered models I give a brief but incomplete list of models and
Unfortunately the most recent results [86] for B-meson lifetimes are from 2001! * * I did not find any strong exclusion argument of this assumption, aimed to hyperbolise. references: a model with an extra chiral fermion generation [8, 16, 31] † † , models with an extended scalar sector [9, 14] , SUSY [13, 17, 22] , models with an extended gauge sector [7, 14] , weakly couple new physics [24] , composite Higgs models [27, 35] , models with a L-R symmetry [28, 30] , models with extra dimensions [32, 35] , models with extra vector quarks [34] and models with scalar diquarks [15] .
3.3 What did we learn from SU (3) F ?
As long as we have no method to calculate the D → hh decays reliably from first principles, one of the best strategies is probably the investigation of symmetries, in particular flavour symmetries like SU (3) F and U -spin. At first sight this approach seems to be discouraged by measurements like
which are in sharp contradiction to the expectation of equal branching ratios in a SU (3) F -symmetric world. A recent fit [42] ‡ ‡ of the available D → P P decay data (16 branching ratios, 10 CP asymmetries and one strong phase) including linear SU (3) F breaking terms in the theoretical expressions finds that nominal SU (3) F breaking, i.e. about 30% on the amplitude level can explain all data, also the one in Eq.(23). This conclusion can be found several times in the literature, nevertheless some comments are in order here:
• The fits in [42] allow of course also large, i.e. non-nominal SU (3) F breaking.
• Some authors e.g. [20, 92] come to different conclusions -i.e. SU (3) F breaking has to be large.
• If the SU (3) F breaking is nominal in the fits of [42] , then the data requires a very strong penguin enhancement. This is driven not only by ∆A CP but also by CP asymmetries in
To draw some definite conclusions about the actual size of the SU (3) F breaking and the penguin enhancement more precise data are necessary.
Experimental cross checks
Even if "experimentalists have to work harder" sounds a like theorists joke, following this path will probably be the most successful short-term way in understanding the † † Adding simply a fourth, perturbative, chiral family of fermions could recently be excluded [87] [88] [89] using electro-weak precision data and Higgs-searches. ‡ ‡ This is an update of [39] , SU (3) F was also previously investigated e.g. in [10, 12, 16, 17, 19-21, 23, 25, 38, 40, 90, 91] .
origin of ∆A CP . In my opinion the most profound result of the numerous theory investigations was the identification of many decay channels for testing different theoretical assumptions. I will give some examples below -to get an exhaustive overview the reader will have to study the above quoted literature:
• In the standard model one has only ∆I = 1/2 penguins, thus any CP violation in a ∆I = 3/2 final state can only be due to new physics. An example for such a decay is, see e.g. [6, 23, 37, 39, 42 ]
• The assumption that SU (3) F symmetry including nominal breaking holds, can be tested by investigating decays like
+ (e.g. [39, 42] ) and D s → K + π 0 (e.g. [39, 42] ). These are the decays that drive the penguin enhancement in the SU (3) F fits. Similar tests can be performed by comparing [39, 42] ). In [23, 38] several sum rules have been set up, that can also be used to test the applicability of the SU (3) F symmetry.
• Decays like D + → φπ + and D s → φK + are triggered by the same effective Hamiltonian as ∆A CP , so one might expect there also some sizable CP violating effects [16] , if CP violation in hadronic D-decays is real.
• A good new physics candidate for a penguin enhancement is the chromomagnetic operator, see e.g. [5, 13, 24, 26, 32, 36] This possibility is, however, constrained by D-mixing and direct CP violation in the kaon system, / . Moreover it might lead to observale effects in e.g. D → P + P − γ, D → ρ 0 γ, D → ωγ and the corresponding CP asymmetries of these decays. Such a possibility could also lead to enhanced electric dipole moments of the neutron, see e.g. [24] .
• An investigation of multi-body D-decays was suggested e.g. in [4, 23] . First experimental results are discussed in [93] [94] [95] .
• It is also instructive, see e.g. [41] to measure the amount of indirect CP violation in the decays D → π + π − and D → K + K − , denoted by A Γ (ππ) and A Γ (KK). First results were just recently announced at this conference and published in [97] .
Conclusion
The LHCb results for CP violation in hadronic D-meson decays triggered a lot of interest. Unfortunately both the experimental situation as well as the theoretical interpretation are still not settled. So, "what did we really learn in theory from the ∆A CP -saga?" The first result, although quite mundane and trivial: charm physics is interesting. Of course, there was quite a number of researchers who found this out before, but it seems that now charm physics came back on stage and it is now more generally considered to be a hot topic, which leads to an increased number of theoretical and experimental activities. Next, some more profound achievements: even if we are still far away from a complete theoretical understanding of the hadronic structure of the D → hh decays within the standard model, several important insights have been gained:
• Values for ∆A CP of several per mille require a very sizable enhancement of penguin contributions. Some authors find such values within the standard model plausible, while one might also argue for standard model values of ∆A CP of the order of 10 −5 .
• New lattice results for kaon decays do not find a huge non-perturbative enhancement of penguin contributions in K → ππ decays.
• It is a priori not clear how to extrapolate the lattice results for the kaons to the charm sector. But first investigations of hadronic D-meson decays on the lattice seem to indicate that such a endeavour might be doable, even if this will be a long term project.
• Recently we also learnt that the expansions in the inverse of the heavy quark mass work also very well for "critical" inclusive observables in the b-quark system. Thus it might seem not completely hopeless to apply such an expansion in the charm system. The ideal testing ground for this would be the ratios of D-meson lifetimes. To make some decisive statements, the lattice results for the arising matrix elements of four-quark operators -the "only" missing part -have to be determined. A task which clearly can be done with present techniques. This test will be very instructive, but even if it turns out that Dmeson lifetime ratios can be described within the heavy quark expansion, it is still not completely clear what this means for exclusive decays. Nevertheless it might strengthen or weaken our confidence in applying methods like QCD factorisation to D → hh decays.
The third class of insights were gained from SU (3) F symmetry investigations. As long as we cannot treat the problem from first principles, symmetries are probably the best tools to approximate the problem. Currently there are many indications that nominal SU (3) F breaking combined with a large enhancement of penguins could describe all D → P P data. To draw definite conclusions, however, more data are necessary.
Finally the most concrete outcome of the theoretical investigations so far was the identification of numerous experimental channels, that allow a definite test of different theoretical assumptions. Despite there were several interesting theory results obtained by investigations of new physics effects in ∆A CP I did not concentrate on individual models, because I consider the question whether the results in Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) can be of standard model origin as pivotal. All in all, quite a lot has been already learnt in theory from the ∆A CP -saga and it seems the story will go on, both in theory and experiment. Shedding more light on the possible size of penguin contributions will also be crucial in B-physics, e.g. the penguin pollution in B s → J/ψφ. A final comment: since the current literature is still (necessarily) full of prejudices it might also be interesting to know the prejudice of the author of this proceedings: the old central value in Eq. (2) is a clear signal for new physics and even if it is a kind of hair-splitting: going back to the original meaning of plausible (stemming from lat. plausibilis, which again originates from plaudere), I think that a standard model origin of a large value for ∆A CP is not plausible, but currently it can also not be excluded completely.
